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ABSTEACT
Individuals interacting with an unfamiliat target,

Person behave acCording to prior impfessions of.the target. A
. .

. perceiTWs pre-interaction expectancy can.mediate'both his'and the
trget Vi-srson's behavior,. resulting tn behavioral confiirmation or
'c mpeniation. Male subjects (N=96) participated in dyadic

...interactions in phich ome Sublct
in

( erceiver) received

l'n

ore-teractien infOrmation (friend y, unfriendly or no,information),
about the other (target). Results c, firmed predictions that..
, ehavioral.confirmatione.dharacterized'by high levels of interaction
nd mutual liking, wnul4 occur in the friendly eXpoctancy condition:
and behavicral compensation would occur in the uyfriendly expectancy

' 'condition. Although .beta.vioral compensation sup4ificially resembled
confirmation, compensating pereeiyers mistriistedtte targets'
behavior,-"liked.targets less, and continued to regard them as
,Pflfriendly. Major implications Are: (1) real-life interactions are
Shaped bV pre-interaction expectancies: (2) -findings on behavioral
cohfirmation are tied to behavioral compensation found by Bond.
(1972).: and.(3) althou0 behavioral confirmation may result from
prior information, behavioral compensation may explain why one's .

pirceptions of.a target persist regardless of whether the target's.
behavior confirms or discontirms them..(NRB)
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When interacting with a target person who is relatively unfamiliar,
C>

individuals appear to govern their behavior along lines jndiCated byC:
tr. their prtor impression of the target. In a clas,sic demonstration of the

CO influence of such expectancies on social intteraction, Kelley (1950)

found.that subjects who hgd been. led to believe that their guest instructor
LIJ

ft

was "a rather cold person" not only.ratedothe instructor as colder and

pore distant butAalsO initiated lestliscussion with him than other students1F

elo had been led to believe that he was "a rather. Warm person,"

Other theorists
1
and researchers. have proposed that pre-interaction

expectancies can give rise to even more complicated effects in that they

can influence not only the perceiver',s intbraction behavior.but the target's
4

behavior as well. .This more subtle, interaction-based influence has been

called the "s,elf-fulfilling prophecy" by Merton (1948l957).and Rosenthal

(1966; 1974; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) and has been called the "behavioral

confirmation" process by Mark Snyderc and his colleaques (Snyder, Tanke,

& Berscheid, 1977; Snyder & Swann, 1978): The. process can be characterized

by a sequence of events in which the perceiver (1).acquires or invokes a

co f pre-interaction expectancy regarding the,target; (2) acts toward tlie tar-

.
r4

get in a manner determined by this expectancy;-and (3) thereby elicitso,
.

from the target a Attern of reciprocated behavior that apparently confirms.c0

the yalidity of the expectancy. As Snyder-et al. point Out, the perceiver
0

who.influences the target's behavior in this mariner is typically unaware -
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of the causal role that his own behavior ... plays in -generating the

behav.ioral evidence that erroneously confi rms his expectations. Unbe-

knownst to the perceiver. the real ty that. he,confidently perceives to

exist in the ,social WorlId has, in fact, been acti vely constructed by his

own transactions wi th and, operations upon the social worl d" (Snyder -

et.al ., 1977, p. 6584).

A number of studies have yrovi ded impressive evidence documenting

the hypothesized operation, of the sel f-ful fi 1 ling prophecy/behavioral con-

firmatiOn process (e.g. Jones & Panitch, 1971; Kelly & Stahel ski , 1970;

Seaver, 1973; Snyde'r et al . , 1977; Snyder & Swann, 1978; Taylor, 1979).

However, i t may be asked whether this is the only process whereby a. per-

cei ver' s pre-interaction expectancy may infl uence his own and a target's

interaction behavior. Although theorists have gi ven relati vely 1 ittle

attention to possible al terriative processes, one such al ternati ve is sug-

gested by the resul ts of a study by Bond (1972). In contrast to the be-

havioral confirmation effect which he had anticipeted, Bond found that

subjects who were forewarned that their interactant was a "cold" person
oacted more ,warmly in her presence than subjects who were given a "warnA

impression set; more importantly, they induced the target person to act

more warmly in return. These findings suggest that Bond' s "cold" set

Subjects did not initiate a process of behavioral confirmation by dis-

playing behaviors which, when reciprocated by the target, would appear to

confi rm the perceivers' prio,r impression of 'the target. Instead, they ap-

peared to initiate a process o'f behavioral compensation by displaying beL

haviors which, when reciprocated by the larget, would :ideally ,avert or at

least .minimize the unpleasantness the percei ver anticipated Iry interacting

3
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With the target.
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Bond's data suggest that behavioral.confirmation and behavioral .

compensation are siMilar in that both.provide a means whereby a per--

ceiver's pre-interaction expectancy can mediate both his own and the

target's behavior. What then, are the essential differences between

these processes? In general , it Would appear that behavioral confirma-

tion i S likely to occur when the perceiver i.s inclined to\accept as a

"given" and khus yeciprOcate the specific pattern Aof behavior anticipated
t/

fi-om the target. In dontrast, behavioral compensation is likely to oc-

cur when the perceiver i s motivated to alter the target's anticipated

behayior by displaying a contrasting pattern of behavior that the target

is intended,to reciprocate. This difference between the passive, accepting

orientation of thR confirming perce4ver and the active, controlling orien-

tation of the compensating perteiver stiggests that whereas the first in-

dividual, may indeed remain relatively unaware of the influence of his own

behavior on the target's, the second individual may be highly aware of

thi s in fl uence.

This reaspning suggests that .theNore passive, accepting orienta-

tion of the,confirming.perceiver would predispose him to make the 7funda-
(

mentarattribution error (e.g.., Heider, 1958; Jones & Nisbett, 1971; .

Ross, 1977) and assume that the target's reciprocated behavior was dis- %

positionally determined. On the other hand, ,the compensating percelyet's

more active awareness of the situational determinants of the target's,be-.

havior should lead him to doubt'that it* reflect the target's "true"

disposition at all. By discounting the possible dispositional cause of the.

tarpet's behavior because ofan tncreased awienes,s of the influence that
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his own behavior has exerted on the target's, the compensating perceiver

may still accept his pre:interaction impression as valid even thoukh the

target's behavior appears to contradict it. If thil reasoning is cor-e

rect, it indicates that the cognitive outcomes of the confirmation and%.

compensation proeesses may paradoxically be similar, despite the marked

differences in thejperceivers' behavioral orientation ioward the target.

Both the confirming,and fhe compensating perceivers may be able to main-
\

taill their initial mpresion of the,target: the confirming perceiver

by hiS readinss to accept the.target's "confirming" behavior uncritically/

and at face iralue, the compensating perceiver by his readiness to discount

the target's "disconfirming" behavior.

Some evidehce supporting this reasoning is provided by two experi-

ments which My colleagues and I have conducted (Ickes, Patterson, Rajecki,

ond Tanfordtl980). although the data from both studies are supporti.ve,'

I will talk about only the first of these studies because of the constraints

on time.

The'subjeCts in the study were 96 male undergraduates in intrgduCtory

psychology classes who were recruited individually by telephone and scheduled
gl

to participate in pairs. Within each pair, one subject.(the perctiver)

Wat raddomly designed to recetve pre-interaction information about the other

subject (the targt). Each dyad member was instructed by the scheduler to

report to specific waiting areas within the psychology building that were

physically isolated from each other,. The purpose of separating the sub-

,jectS was not only to ensure that they would have no oppOrtunity tri) interact

before the experimentml session began 6ut.also to provide a. means, for tfie

perceiver to recei've pre-interaction information about:the target.without



the target's awareness.

ArrivirA at of separate waiting area where the subject designated

as the per'ceiver had been asked to report, the expegimenter greeted the

perceiver and gave him the expectancy manipulation. In the no expectancy

(control condition), she said:

"Hi, you must be perceivers name. st ran into target's

name down the hall. -Hes going 0 be frithe experiment with you today,

The scheduler apparently told him to report to room instead

of here. Do you happen to know him by any chance?"

These_same comments were made to the per iver in the two experimental

conditionsa friendly expectancy conbii idn ind an unfriendly exRectpncy

condition--but in these conditions th exptrimenter continued by saying:

"Well, he's one of the (friendliest/unfriendliest) people I've

talked to lately. (Pause) Biit I guess you shouldn't tell hilm I,

said that. As an exper-imentr I'm s.upposed to remain neutral. you

won't mention it, will you?"
7

The expeilmenter then led both subjects into the experimental room

and asked them to take a seat on a couch. She explained that the first part
*

of the study involmed filling out córiies of a quhstionnaire but that she
\\

had just run out of these and woul have to obtain some more. She then ,

left the rdom, closing to door behi d her, and activated a stopwatch to

time d five-mindte interval 'in which the subjects were covertly audio-

, and videotaped.

After the five-minute interaction period,, the experimenter returned .

to'debr'ief the subjects and obtain their written consent to use the -video- .

tapsd record as data. She then asked each subject to fill out a copy of
.



a posttes t ques.tionnai re designed to el i c4 t various eptions of sel f's

dnd other' s behavior during the intera.ction period. %These sel f-report

data were subsequently analyzed, along wi th the data for various measures

of both. subjects ' behavior that were coded from the videotapes by raters

who were blir t, he subjects' conditions .

It was prkIicted that a process of behavioral confirmation would oc-

,

clir in the friendly expectancy condition that woul d be reflected in the

.behavior of-both percei vers and target. . A hi gh level of behavioral ins-

vol vement and mutual 1 iking was expected to charactrize the interactions

in this condi tion relati ve to those in the no-expectancy control condition.

In contrast, i t was predicted that a process of behavioral compehsation

woul d occur- in ihe. unfrtendly expectancy condition. Although this process

was anticipated to affect the behavior of both percei vers and, targets so

that it superficially resembled that observed in the friendly `e'xpectancy

condition, unfriendly expectacy. perceivers were nevertheless expected to
A

mistrust thei r partners' behavior, to express less liking for them, and

to ,coRti nue to regard them as unfriendly.

The overall pattern of resul ts was very consistent with these- pred4-
i o

dons, The behavioral and sel f-report data converged to suggest the
,

creat
lion

.in one dyad member
.

of a "friendly" pre-inter.a xpestancX,

initiated a process of behavioral confirmation, whereas the creation of an

"unfri-endly,': expettancy Initiated a process of behavioral compensa.i'ion.

Behavioral confirmation was evidenced by percei Ors who had 'been led to

expect friendly targets in.that these.perceivers not only slat closer to

4
their partners, but also initiated conversation with the targets more

frequently than did perceivers in the 'control condition. rn addition,

ft

AIN



perceivers aria targets in the friendly expectancy condition talked to and

Joo ed at each other moe, rated eAch other as more-dominant end asser-

tie, and displayed a higher level of interpersonal attraction than their
4

counterparts in the no-expectancy control condi4n.

On the other hand,.perceivers who had been led to expect unfriendly

targlits did not attempt to remain aloof from them, as the behavioral con-
,

finnation hypothesis would predict. Instead, as in Bond's (1972) study,

they appeared to adopt a 'strategy designed to compensate for the-targets'

,expected,unfrielliness. 'Thus, their overt behavior was in many respects

quite similar to that displayed by perceivers in the friendly expectancy

condition. Relative ito their, counterparts in the contrOl condition,
I

perceivers in the unfriendly expectancy condition also'tended to sit closer )

to their partners'and to talk first. Through th'e reciprocation of their ,

compensatory behaviors, both they and their partners displayed'an atypically

high level of smiling early.in-the interaction and also eAgaged in more

talking and looking than the control dya.ds.

Althoygh these compensatory, apparently "-friendly" behaviors of

the unfrieodly expectincy perceiv

:Y

s weh indeed reCiprocated by their part-

ners, perceivers did not appear t change their minds about their parte:
. 4

frSiendliness. On the contrary, in their postinteraction ratings. of

t eir partners they described"them as significantly more insincere, un-

trustworthy, and unfriendly .than did perceivers in the other two conditions.

Mutual lianqcwas also significantly lower in this condition than in the"

other two.

Taken coltect1N41y the self-report data were consistent with the

behavioral data.in suggesting that the frfendly expectancy initiAted a



process of behavioral confirmation whelleas the unfriendly expectancy inir

t1ate0 a process of behavioral compensation. Friendly expectancy perceiNers

appeared 6 taice their partners'.reciprocated behavior at face value; un-

4
friendly perceivers did not. The.iMteractions-im the friendlybexpectancy

dyads resulted in a high level of .interpersonal attraction; those in the

unfriendly expectancy dyeds did hot. The apparent.cynicism of the unf.riend-

ly expectancy perceivers can be construed in attributional terms as a ten-

dency to discount the evidence of their own and their partners' behavior as

being informative abou underlying dispositions (Kelley, 1971). Perceiving

their own qriendliness" as a situationally-elicited strategy for dealing .

. with an unfriendly target, they apparently Made the corollary inferente

that the target's "friendliness" was also due more to the siivation (i.e.,

to- their own)compensatory behavior) than to.the target's "true" dispositions.

In Nore general terms, these findings suggest that interactants are

likely to take each other's behavior at face value-and view it as "cop--

respialwient" Pones & Davis, 1965; Jones & McGillis, 1976) when their

impression management concerns are minimal' or are lacking datii-ely. How-

ever, when the participants employ impression manageMent strategies im

order to exert control over the course of the interaction, they are likely

to b'ecome acutely aware that the other's behavior ls strongly influenced

by various aspects of the situaiioh, including their own behavior, and

to doubt its corresponderltinference value (Jones & Wortman, 1973).

There are three major implications of this research. First, it

demonstrates that the direct and mediated effects of pre-interaction ext

pectancjes can occur in the codtext of naturalistic, spontaneous, face-

to-face interactions as well as in the context of non-face-lo-face'



interactions (e..g., Kelley & Stahelski, 1970; Snyder et al., 1977;

Snyder & Swann, 1978) or of interactions whose form and content are

prescribed by the experimenter (e.g., Bond. The research thus Provtdes

a particularly stringent test of the-assertion that real-life.interac-

tions, desilite all of their idiosyncratic variability and "noise,"

are noneOteless shaped a4d guided by the pre-interaction expectancies

of the participants. Second, the present study ties the research findings on
2

behavioral confirmation to the behaVioral compensation findings obtained

by Bond (1972).and directs our Sttention to the possible attrfbutional

aspects of these phenomena (e.g., Jones &,-Wortman, 1973; Kelly,

1955; Kelley, 1971; Ross, 1977; Snyder et al., 1977). Third, and most

important, it indicates that behavioral confirmation is a Rossible but

not inevitable consequence of a perceVer's pre-interaction expectabcy. By

positing an additional process of behavioral compensation, this research

may'nelp 6-explain that 'apparenteparadox of social perception (what

migt be termed the "damned if yob, damned if you:don't" phenomeno ) where-

by the perceiver's perceptions of a target,persist unchanged regard ess

of whether the target's behavior appears to confirm or disconfirm them.
.r

10
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